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VD Chief Abm
::amongst the confusion and yet another tremor that knocks people off their feet, there is one lone Vulcan that appears on the ground in front of Abm's tent...stark naked::
VD Chief Abm
::grabs for a nearby tree and hangs on until the tremor is gone:: All: Shouts above the raised voices. Break camp! We must leave this place!
VD CIV Harker
::finds a rope lowering it to the ACO::
VD CIV Harker
ACO:Sir, can you see the rope?::Secures other end and holds on to it.::
VD CSO Kalek
::still trying to regain his ballance, raises his head and sees the others::
VD CTO Murphy
::Looks around at all the confusion::
::the Valley Dwellers start breaking down camp and packing everything on their stellas (horses):: <Odn> Can you help me see to this Newcomer? ::is kneeling beside the nude pointed ear humanoid::
INFO: 30 minutes have passed since the massive earthquake literally cut a wide divide deep into the ground beneath the neutral campsite where the two tribes of Verdwijn met for negotiations. Shore Liner tribe chief fell to his apparent doom in the chasm, but Cmdr. Rome hit a ledge nearly 20 feet below along the edge...
VD CTO Murphy
::Starts packing her things::
VD AXO Burton
::Looking around at his new set of hosts::
VD CIV Harker
::curses to herself at the silence. and glances around to see how wide and long this rift is.::
VD CNS HeiRan
::Staggers out of a VD tent, having been temporarily knocked out by the first tremor.:: Shout: What's happening?!
SL CEO Spanner
:; looks over the side where Jonathan went, trying to figure out how to get him back up ::
<Odn> ::helps the pointed eared man to his feet and two women come running with clothing for him to put on, having witnessed this many times before:: CTO: If we do not leave the tremors could kill us.
VD AXO Burton
::Trying to find any of his crewmates::
VD CTO Murphy
Abm: Very well, Chief. We will have to figure out another way around this problem once we regroup.
VD CIV Harker
::Curses again and prepares to go down looking for the ACO...::
VD CSO Kalek
::dizzy, tries to get back his focus, slowly getting on his feet:: Odn: Thank you.
VD CNS HeiRan
::Approaches Abm:: Abm: Is this a usual occurrence? What -is- normal on this God-forsaken planet?!
VD CIV Harker
::Yells to CTO:: CTO: The Skipper fell on a ledge, looks like there's some Cave here, I'm going to check it out!
SL CEO Spanner
:: sits on her knees on the side of the rift, just looking down :: Self: I won't leave you Jonathan.
VD Chief Abm
::nods as he hurriedly has his tent broken down and almost folded. Lightning lights up the sky in the background and thunder rumbles again out from the sea::
VD CIV Harker
::yells:: CTO: Is everyone else ok?!
VD Chief Abm
CSO: Here, I'll help you onto the stella. ::the women deftly get the Vulcan clothed in leather jerkin and pants.
VD CTO Murphy
CIV: Our mob is packing to bug out! They say it isna safe to stay here Boss! I'm going to try and find a way around this after we regroup and try to link back up!
VD MO Niventra
::is calm, like her normal countenance::
VD CTO Murphy
CIV: As far as I know everyone else is just shaken up!
VD CIV Harker
CTO: Good try to get everyone together as best you can!
VD CSO Kalek
::while getting dressed with a female assistance, Kalek looks around and tries to understand what is going on::
VD AXO Burton
::Wanders into the CTO::
VD CNS HeiRan
CSO: You all right? Where'd you come from?
VD CIV Harker
CTO: Good Luck! I'm going for the Skipper! ::Heads down the rope...::
VD CTO Murphy
CTO: I'll do me best Commander. See to yerselves as best ye can, and know we arena giving up. If I have to, I'll go to the caves without ye and get some answers!
VD AXO Burton
CTO: Who else is here from the landing party?
VD CSO Kalek
::turns his head:: CNS: I am fine, but I cannot precise where I did come from.
VD CTO Murphy
AXO: The CIV over there... our CNS... and our CSO on our side Sir.
VD CIV Harker
::Lands carefully on the ledge, thinking to self, "well this was stupid...", looks around..::
ACO SL Rome
::navigates the dark cavern slowly, his right hand outstretched, trailing the rocky surface as he makes his way deeper, and deeper....hoping that Commander Harker saw him entering::
VD CIV Harker
::Seeing the cave, slowly and carefully moves forward...::ACO:Sir?...::Thinks to self, "shoulda grabbed a weapon..."::
SL CEO Spanner
:: yells down into the rift :: ACO: JONATHAN!!!!
VD CSO Kalek
::still looking around:: Self: Odd... ::raises an eyebrow::
VD CNS HeiRan
::Sees the group gravitating to the AXO.:: CSO: I am Darna. Here, let's join the group. ::Leads CSO to AXO.::
ACO SL Rome
::looks back, but sees nothing but pitch black:: Self: I could have sworn I hear........::continues on, thinking this far...no stopping now::
SL CEO Spanner
:: puts her face in her hands a begins to cry ::
SL MO Niventra
::wonders why he's moving away from them::
VD Chief Abm
::the Valley Dwellers have packed their belongings as another smaller tremor rumbles them on their side of the rift. rocks fall from their side of the chasm::
VD CSO Kalek
::follows the CNS, trying to remember about those people::
VD CIV Harker
::Continues to move forward, one hand on the wall as a guide, once in a while calling for the ACO carefully...::
SL MO Niventra
CEO: He's alright... just a bit disoriented... keep yelling to him. ::pats the CEO on the back::
VD CTO Murphy
::Looks around and tries to lend a hand where it's needed::
SL ACO Rome
::Sees a flicker of light, very faint....::
VD CSO Kalek
::holds the CNS's arm:: CNS: Careful.
SL CEO Spanner
MO: Thanks.
VD Chief Abm
CTO/CSO/CNS/MO: Are you ready to leave? We must get out of this area and then decide what to do ::helps a woman onto a stella as he is talking::
SL CEO Spanner
:: Yells again :: ACO: Dammit Jonathan, don't you leave me here!!!
SL Malak
::walks up behind Spanner, and looks over her shoulder into the chasm:: CEO: We all share your grief, madam. We just lost our chieftain. Our village is in total disarray...a few of the children lost a mother or a father.
SL MO Niventra
ACO: COMMANDER!!! ::yells as loud as she can::
VD CIV Harker
ACO:Skipper are you in here! ::Hopes they don't attract anything as she moves forward....::
VD CTO Murphy
Abm: I'm getting folks ready as fast as I can Chief.
SL ACO Rome
::hears a slight echo and yells back:: CIV: HARKER??
SL CEO Spanner
:: looks up at Malak :: Malak: He is not dead. :: spits each word out ::
VD Chief Abm
::nods:: Good.
VD CIV Harker
ACO: Back here Commander! Everyone’s Bugging out...
VD CIV Harker
::Moves forward a bit more swiftly now...::
SL MO Niventra
CEO: He's getting farther and farther away from us... we'll have to go soon or we'll fall in... ::is straining to keep her mind focused on the ACO::
<Odn> CSO: Are you hungry? Sometimes you Newcomers have not had enough to eat.

ACTION: Nearby to Niventra's left, two men from the Shore Liners begin to pound a metal stake on the ground beside the cliff, above the platform where Rome fell onto.
VD CTO Murphy
::Helps packing things up and getting people and gear onto the Stella::
SL ACO Rome
CIV: Harker! I'm moving down this cave......it leads deeper in! Just follow my voice! There's something here!
VD CNS HeiRan
CTO: Murphy, we've got a guest. This is, well... a Vulcan from out of the sky. ::Presents Kalek, who is still attached to his arm.::
SL CEO Spanner
MO: Just go, leave me here. I won't leave without him.
VD AXO Burton
::Looks at the Vulcan::
VD CIV Harker
::Mumbles to herself "of course there is..."::ACO:Just wait for a moment Sir until I can catch up...
VD CTO Murphy
CNS: We are bugging out Doc, try to find him a mount and get your gear ready to go.
VD CSO Kalek
Odn: I do not need any food. ::slightly bows in apreciation::
VD CIV Harker
ACO: The others are concerned about you Sir.::she says as she finally catches up to him.::
SL MO Niventra
MO: No. I cannot do that.
SL ACO Rome
CIV: Harker hurry!
VD CSO Kalek
::holding tight the CNS's arm:: CTO: Greetings.
SL Malak
CEO/MO: Of course he is not dead. Chief Herron did not foresee it to happen as such. Your captain is being led to meet the others. We will help you follow... ::gestures to his men setting up the metal stake in the ground, and the rope they're securing on it::
SL ACO Rome
::keeps moving:: ACO: I'm alright Commander....my arm needs some patching up, but there was no way up the rift....so this cave seemed a good choice. ::grabs her hand::
SL MO Niventra
CEO: I can almost feel others down there with him, but their minds are faint... let's have hope that he found the others... ::puts her hand on the CEO's shoulder again to comfort her::
VD CTO Murphy
CSO: Hello... I'd say I'm glad to have ye with us, but I wish ye and we, were anyplace but here.
VD CNS HeiRan
CTO: Right. ::Runs to find a stella, leading the Vulcan along. He notices that the Vulcan is kind of cute, for a Vulcan.::
VD CIV Harker
VIC: Sir I've got a rope up to the surface...
SL Malak
CEO/MO: You have to understand...everything that is happening is for a reason. Me, these two tribes...it is all minor in comparison to what awaits beyond these lands. We will hold the rope for you. I hope you both are able climbers, and not afraid of heights.
VD CTO Murphy
::Continues to direct traffic and get everything and everyone loaded as efficiently as possible::
VD CSO Kalek
CTO: I do understand your concern, however we must deal with the currently situation. ::looks at the one who seems to be in charge:: CTO: What is our destination?
SL CEO Spanner
Malak: We are not afraid!
SL CEO Spanner
:: whispers to the MO :: MO: Right?
VD CTO Murphy
CSO: We are evacuating the danger zone in case there are more ground quakes. After that we will meet to discuss our next options.
SL ACO Rome
::holds her hand, as in not to get separated in the total darkness:: CIV: A hundred meters or so more..
SL MO Niventra
CEO: I'm certainly not afraid... are you?
SL MO Niventra
CEO: Let's go then.
<Odn> ::has been noticing the woman's way of organizing everything so well:: CTO: You would make a good leader. I think we are almost ready.
SL CEO Spanner
:: first shakes her head and then nods :: MO: After you.
SL Malak
::watches his two fellow fishermen cast the rope into the abyss below, ending at platform leading into the cave:: CEO: Then go, and be careful. Once you go down, you will not be able to come back.
VD CSO Kalek
::listens to the CTO's reply even though he's been dragged by the CNS:: CNS: I believe I no longer need assistance to stand up. Thank you.
VD AXO Burton
CTO: Options? There is only one option, reuniting the away team and returning home.
SL CEO Spanner
Malak: We understand
VD CNS HeiRan
::Letting go:: CSO: Of course. I'll still get you a mount. 
VD CIV Harker
::Fights not to remove her hand understanding the need in the dark, just not a touchy kind of person...::ACO: Just a quick look, ::Curious despite herself.:: ACO: Then we should get back...
SL ACO Rome
CIV: Maybe......I want some answers damnit.
VD CTO Murphy
AXO: We still have to decide to get to them Sir.
VD CSO Kalek
::releases the CNS's arm, nods and turns to see the CTO and Odn:: CTO: I agree.
SL MO Niventra
::climbs the rope::
VD CIV Harker
ACO: I agree I just hope they're down here...
VD CIV Harker
::Continues to have one hand trailing the wall...::
SL ACO Rome
CIV: They are....come on.
VD Chief Abm
::mounts his stella and reins the horse around:: All: Everyone, let's form up together. Sound off before we move out! ::shouts of names one by one start yelling out::
VD CSO Kalek
::slowly begins to remember of his crewmates as he read their bios while on the trip::
VD CTO Murphy
::Mounts up on her Stella:: Abm: Murphy ready!
<Odn> ::finally gets on his stella and watches out in the dark as his wounded permacat growls low::
VD CNS HeiRan
::Finds a mount and convinces a woman to let him use it. He brings it back to the CTO/ACO/CSO group.:: CSO: All right, done. Abm: I'm ready.
VD CIV Harker
::Nods..::
ACTION: Another rumbling tremor passes through, spooking a few stella then dissipates::
VD Chief Abm
All: Then let us go! Follow me... ::pauses as the tremor goes by and then kicks his stella to start moving away from the rift::
ACTION: Spanner and Niventra, with the rope secured around their bodies as a safety tether, are each lowered down to the platform safely, and can see the dark gloom in the adjacent cave.
VD CSO Kalek
::feels another tremor:: Abm: Perhaps we could send someone to analyze the terrain before proceeding. It may not be entirely safe.
VD CTO Murphy
::Takes up a position in the rear to make sure there are no stragglers::
SL CEO Spanner
:: follows the MO ::
VD AXO Burton
::Begins walking::
SL ACO Rome
::reaches the end...and finds a lit torch on the rock wall, then looks at Harker with a puzzled look on his face::
<Odn> ::hangs back and sees that the woman knows to be protective too:: CTO: My hunting cat can feel the tremors before we can. Did you hear it growl? ::canters alongside::
VD CIV Harker
ACO:I think this would be considered a gift horse Sir..::Checks to make sure its not boobie trapped...::
VD CTO Murphy
Odn: Yes, I heard it. When we stop I'll try to treat the wounded one again.
SL ACO Rome
CIV: Then let's not look it in the mouth, commander. ::grins, finally seeing her face and takes the torch off the wall and holds it high::
VD CIV Harker
::Glances to see if there are more down the corridor..::
VD CIV Harker
::Thinks to self, "good think it was clear."::
<Odn> ::nods:: Thank you. She means very much to me. Those caves..they are about a day's travel from here.
VD CIV Harker
:;Pulled hand away to check torch now follows close by ACO..::
SL CEO Spanner
MO: Well, we made it this far.
VD CTO Murphy
Odn: I'll do me best to help get us there. Perhaps once we do we can get some answers to what is going on and help all of us.
VD AXO Burton
CTO: Who's in charge here?
SL ACO Rome
CIV: Commander.....thanks for coming after me. ::has a hard time saying the words::
VD CSO Kalek
::grabs a few rocks on the floor and looks at them, analyzing::
VD CIV Harker
ACO: No man left behind Skipper ::Grins, humor coming to the rescue..::
SL MO Niventra
CEO: What? We can't make it further? Honestly, Karri... we have to keep up a positive mentality.
VD CTO Murphy
AXO: He is Sir. ::points at Odn:: and his son is second in command. ::points out Abm::
VD CNS HeiRan
::Remains among those at the rear of the group, but keeps up.::
SL CEO Spanner
:: looks back up the cliff :: Malak : Thank you!
SL ACO Rome
::grins:: CIV: Exactly commander.
SL CEO Spanner
:: chuckles :: MO: Oh, we'll make it. I just got a little distracted is all.
SL ACO Rome
::continues down the, now well lit, path::
SL CEO Spanner
MO: I'll be fine now. Thanks for the encouragement.
SL Malak
CEO/MO: Fear not. Just move forward...Herron says you will find the light of illumination...
VD CSO Kalek
CNS: Something is wrong. ::keeps walking, still looking at a rock on his hand::
SL MO Niventra
CEO: Well, my degrees are in counseling. ::smiles down at her::
<Odn> CTO: Yes, I think so. It has been said the Whispering Ones see all. Sometimes they help us on the surface. And sometimes... ::points to the blotted out sky and down to the ground:: ...they punish us.
VD CNS HeiRan
CSO: What do you mean? ::Looks at the rock::
VD AXO Burton
ODN: Sir I must request that we be released and allowed to return to our peoples.
VD CTO Murphy
Odn: Well, perhaps we, as outsiders, can sort them out for ye. ::winks:: I know I plan on sorting them out about me and me mates. ::grins with a hint of malice::
VD Chief Abm
CSO: Why are you not riding? It would be much easier for you. You can ride behind my daughter if you wish. ::his daughter looks at the Newcomer and smiles, patting the back end of her stella::
VD CSO Kalek
CNS: I am not sure. ::bends and grabs another rock::
VD CIV Harker
::keeps eyes and ears open...::
VD CTO Murphy
CSO: You can ride with me if ye like.
VD CNS HeiRan
CSO: Well, what are you -thinking-?
<Odn> ::laughs and shakes his head:: CTO: You surprise me with your wit. Yes, I think your advice would be good to listen to.
SL Malak
::pulls the rope up, effectively trapping the CEO and MO below, then disappears from sight::
VD CSO Kalek
::looks at the Chief and then at the daughter:: Abm: I rather walk, sir. But thank you. ::bows at Abm's daughter::
SL MO Niventra
::feels something afoot in her mind and looks up:: Malak: HEY!
VD CTO Murphy
Odn: I always try me best to do the best I can with what I have, Chief.
SL CEO Spanner
MO: He told us this was a one way trip.
<Abm's daughter> ::pouts and tosses her hair:: Well, when your feet are sore and blistered do not blame me. But I can help heal them if it happens. ::smiles again::
VD CSO Kalek
CTO: Thank you, but I really need the exercise. ::nods and looks down, yet analyzing the terrain::
VD CSO Kalek
CNS: I will let you know as soon as I have something. ::drops a few rocks::
SL ACO Rome
::stumbles on a rock and falls into the solid rock wall, hurting his already injured arm and drops the torch::
VD Chief Abm
::chuckles at the stubbornness of the Newcomer and notices his daughter's interest in the man::
SL CEO Spanner
MO: Lets go.
VD CTO Murphy
CSO: As ye wish.. but make sure you keep up... we can't afford to slow down. We need to get to these caves, they may hold the clues to us getting out of here.
ACTION: Spanner hears what sounds like the whisperings of Rome deep in the cave...
SL CEO Spanner
MO: Did you hear that?
SL ACO Rome
::lets out a moan of pain::
VD CSO Kalek
::notices Abm's daughter's smiles:: Daughter: Why would I blame you? It is illogical.
<Odn> CTO: It is said there are prophecies hidden deep within those caverns. I have been so busy trying to find us food I have not ventured in to them. And I am not a Seer.
SL CEO Spanner
:: call out :: ACO: Jonathan!
VD CIV Harker
::Gets torch and hurries back to the ACO.::ACO:Sir are you alright?::looks for wounds..::
VD CTO Murphy
Odn: We'll try to sort them out for ye, Chief.
VD CSO Kalek
CTO: Aye. ::keeps up with the group::
<Abm's daughter> ::giggles:: CSO: You are a funny one. Because men often blame women for their own shortcomings... ::glances at her father to see if he will react to her teasing::
SL ACO Rome
::bites down:: CIV: Cut my arm when I......when I fell down the rift earlier, it's not serious. Just....hurts. ::stands up::
VD CIV Harker
::Looks carefully at the wound, concerned.::
<Odn> CTO: You would not be afraid to go in? There have been a few who have ventured in the caves and not returned for weeks, then came out shaken and unable to speak of what they heard.
SL CEO Spanner
:: grabs the MO's hand and drags her after her, feeling the wall as she walks in the dark ::
SL ACO Rome
::holds back the pain and keeps his arm close to his chest, then looks back the way they came....:: CIV: You heard that?
VD CIV Harker
ACO:Might be infected we'll have to get that taken care of soon...
VD CSO Kalek
::frowns:: Daughter: I am sorry, that was not an attempt of making any humor. However, I do appreciate your concern.
VD CTO Murphy
Odn: If it means a solution to yer problems and ours, I'll take the risk, Chief. I've been in battles and faced far worse before this. ::shrugs, as if it hardly warrants concern::
VD CIV Harker
ACO:Just don't move it sir until we can splint it, may be broken or sprained as well..::Stops to listen,::
SL CEO Spanner
MO: Did you hear voices?
<Odn> ::hears his permacat growl low again and look around while favoring his left foot:: CTO: I think another tremor is about to... ::the ground shakes again for several seconds::
SL MO Niventra
CEO: Yes. I sense them!
SL ACO Rome
CIV: It can wait.....I think there's something down here with us...
VD CIV Harker
::Turns back to the entrance.::Entrance: OY! 'Ello the Gate!
SL MO Niventra
::concentrates hard on the head voices she 'hears':: CEO: It's... Commander Rome... and the others!
VD CSO Kalek
::feels a new tremor:: Self: Hhmmm...
VD CTO Murphy
::Tries to keep her mount calm and under control, looks around to see if anyone else is having problems:: Odn: Seems yer cat is keen on these things Chief.
SL ACO Rome
::raises an eyebrow at her:: CIV: Ello the gate?.............commander have you lost your mind?
VD CIV Harker
::Shrugs at the ACO, as if to say "what seemed like a good idea at the time."::
SL CEO Spanner
MO: Come on! :: pulls the MO along in her excitement.
VD CNS HeiRan
::Spends his time watching the Vulcan's flirtation with the Chief's daughter before the tremor hits.::
SL MO Niventra
::smiles as she senses the CEO's overwhelming happiness::
SL CEO Spanner
ACO: Jonathan! Can you hear me?
<Odn> All: Watch your stella! ::feels his horse-like mammal hesitate as the tremor passes by::
SL ACO Rome
CEO: KARRI?
VD CIV Harker
::In a very British Tone:: ACO: It was a good idea...
VD Chief Abm
CNS/CSO: We need to move faster. CSO: Are you able to run? You really should ride so we can get away faster.
VD CIV Harker
CEO:Yes we're here
VD CSO Kalek
::holds Abm's horse's:: Easy....
ACTION: Kalek 'sees' something flash into his thoughts....a blurry, foreign memory of someone's face...
SL ACO Rome
CIV: Next time...leave it. ::Grins::
VD CIV Harker
ACO:Aye Sir.::Grins back::
VD CTO Murphy
CSO: Mount up! Behind me... let's move!
VD CSO Kalek
Abm: If that's the case.. ::feels something::
SL MO Niventra
::senses the head voices getting stronger::
SL CEO Spanner
:: almost cries in relief :; ACO: Jonathan!
SL CEO Spanner
:: squeezes the MO's hand ::
VD CSO Kalek
::mounts up with the CTO's help, now really confused about a blurry face he's seen a few seconds ago:: CTO:: Thank you.
SL ACO Rome
::Sees nothing past a few meters:: CEO: Karri?
VD CIV Harker
::Looks around for another torch.::ACO/CEO/MO:I hate to cut this short..::points at torch..::
VD Chief Abm
::watches the Vulcan act a bit strangely:: CSO: You...are you all right? ::looks at the CNS in concern:: CNS: Is he having mental difficulties because of the fall do you think?
VD CTO Murphy
CSO: Not to worry, leave nobody behind. ::grins::
SL CEO Spanner
ACO: I'm coming Jonathan and Bellatrix is with me!
SL MO Niventra
CEO: See? Positive thinking.
SL MO Niventra
::smiles:
VD CSO Kalek
Abm: It seems... ::ponders about what to say to the chief:: I am fine.
ACTION: Kalek sees someone standing close by...very tall, humanoid, yet serpentine, appearing wet, and his eyes the color of blood red. Then before Kalek's eyes can fully focus on the image, it blurs out and disappears.
SL ACO Rome
::leans against the wall for a moment....resting his arm as he waits for Karri and Lt. Niventra:: CIV: You're right.
SL CEO Spanner
MO: You were right! :: is excited and impatient to get to Jonathan ::
<Odn> ::feels a bit of jealousy towards this newcomer, having enjoyed talking with the intriguing woman:: CSO: You tired of walking did you?
VD CSO Kalek
::blinks a few times trying to identify what he's seen::
ACTION: Spanner and Niventra see Rome and Harker just ahead.
VD CNS HeiRan
Abm: It's conceivable, but I'm not the one to ask--I'm a counselor, not a neurologist.... Are you all right, there? ::Shouts to CSO.::
VD CSO Kalek
Odn: You may say that, yes.
SL CEO Spanner
:: sees Rome and drops the MO's hand and runs to him :: ACO: Jonathan!
VD CIV Harker
::Sees the MO::MO:Doc, the Skipper is hurt but we need to get moving.::points to torch.:: Its our only one..::
SL MO Niventra
Aloud: Hello there!
VD CTO Murphy
::moves her mount faster, keeping pace with the others::
<Odn> CSO: You! Newcomer! Is there something bothering you? You look like you saw a ghost?
VD CSO Kalek
::raises a brow at the CNS's shout:: CNS: I am fine.
SL MO Niventra
ACO: I'm sorry I'm without medical supplies...
VD AXO Burton
Odn: Perhaps you would like one of your witch doctors to examine him?!?
SL ACO Rome
::grabs a hold of Karri with his good hand, then pulls her close and breathes in her scent::
VD Chief Abm
CNS: A...cown...sell..or? What is this? Is it a healer of some sort, too?
VD CSO Kalek
::whispers:: CTO: Something is wrong...
SL ACO Rome
MO: It's just good to see you lieutenant. ::smiles over Karri's shoulder::
SL CEO Spanner
ACO: I thought I'd lost you.
VD CTO Murphy
CSO: Can ye be more specific?
SL ACO Rome
::gives her a kiss.....to hell with protocol::
SL CEO Spanner
:: kisses him back ::
VD CIV Harker
::Jaw drops. Suddenly finds the ceiling really interesting...::
VD CSO Kalek
::still whispering:: CTO: Something came up to my attention, I'll tell you as soon as we stop. Maybe I am in need of medical assistance, after all.
SL CEO Spanner
:: pulls back, face a little red, and looks at the CIV :: CIV: Good to see you also Commander.
VD CNS HeiRan
::Nods:: Abm: Yes... I guess you could say that I am a healer of the spirit.
VD CIV Harker
::Still looking up::CEO:Nice to see you again too, but we really should get moving we're losing our light...
SL ACO Rome
::looks over at Harker and Niventra:: CIV/MO: Yes...let's move.
SL CEO Spanner
:: notices the torch and reaches down and tears a strip form the end of her skirt and hands it to the CIV :: CIV: Hope this helps.
VD Chief Abm
::looks very interestedly in the CNS person:: CNS: Then perhaps you will be able to tell us what the Whispering Ones say...
VD CTO Murphy
CSO: We'll do what we can fer ye when we stop. Right now, just try to relax and hold on to me, we'll be moving fast to clear the fault area.
VD CIV Harker
::Grins in relief, moves forward, staying close to the others...::
VD CSO Kalek
::looks back at the CNS:: CTO: I cannot even think of something else. ::"a distance mind-meld attempt?"::
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